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LOOSELY BERNOULLI CARTESIAN PRODUCTS

LAIF SWANSON1

Abstract. For any totally ergodic loosely Bernoulli automorphism T, a

class S>(T) of loosely Bernoulli automorphisms is constructed. Each class

o>(T) includes zero entropy automorphisms which do not have discrete

spectrum, and has the property that for S e S(r), the Cartesian product

T X S is loosely Bernoulli.

1. A lot of attention in ergodic theory has been paid to loosely Bernoulli

automorphisms since Jack Feldman defined them in 1975. He showed that

being loosely Bernoulli was a necessary condition for an automorphism to be

Kakutani equivalent to a Bernoulli shift or circle rotation. Ben Weiss and

Don Ornstein showed sufficiency in their development of the "equivalence

theory". They also showed that for different positive entropies, inducing is the

same as Kakutani equivalence; that finite rank automorphisms are loosely

Bernoulli; and that the Cartesian product of an automorphism with discrete

spectrum with a zero entropy loosely Bernoulli automorphism is loosely

Bernoulli if ergodic. This last yields the fact that powers of zero entropy

loosely Bernoulli automorphisms are loosely Bernoulli if ergodic; Dan

Rudolph showed this for automorphisms with positive entropy [6]. Don

Ornstein gave an example of a loosely Bernoulli automorphism with zero

entropy whose Cartesian produce with itself is not loosely Bernoulli [5].

Except for automorphisms with discrete spectrum and Bernoulli shifts,

nothing general is known about when the Cartesian product of two automor-

phisms is loosely Bernoulli. What class 9", of automorphisms has the property

that S E ?r, and T loosely Bernou'li implies that S X T is loosely Bernoulli?

Is there a largest class % with thi property that S and T E % implies that

5 X lis loosely Bernoulli? (It is not even immediately clear that there are

any weakly mixing automorphisms 5 and T, neither a Bernoulli shift, such

that S X T is loosely Bernoulli.) What is the class % such that T E%

implies T X P loosely Bernoulli; in particular, does it contain automorphisms

besides Bernoulli shifts?

Several years before loosely Bernoulli was defined, Katok and Stepin

categorized classes of zero entropy automorphisms by periodic approxima-

tion. We show that each class includes weakly mixing automorphisms (though
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the intersection of the classes is contained within the discrete spectrum

automorphisms), and that to each totally ergodic loosely Bernoulli automor-

phism T is associated one of these classes %(T) with the property that if

S E 5(7"), S X T is loosely Bernoulli.

This eliminates the possibility for a "universally bad" loosely Bernoulli

automorphism: a T with the property that if S X T is loosely Bernoulli, then

S must have discrete spectrum or be a Bernoulli shift.

In order to identify the class S", of automorphisms S with the property that

S x T is loosely Bernoulli whenever T is, one would want the opposite

construction: for each T not in SSX, a family %'(T) of loosely Bernoulli

automorphisms with the property that 5" X T is not loosely Bernoulli for

S" G %'(T). While it seems likely that the automorphisms with discrete

spectrum and the Bernoulli shifts may be all the automorphisms in this class,

such a class of examples does not now exist. Another similar question which

might be of interest is when the Cartesian products of non-Bernoulli ^-auto-

morphisms are loosely Bernoulli.

2. Loosely Bernoulli automorphisms.

Definition (Feldman). If u, u' E {1, 2,..., m)", then /„(to, to') = 1 -

/c/«,where k is the maximal integer for which we can find sequences /, < i2

'<"• <'*>h <h < • • • <Jk with w('r) - «'(0. KrKk.lt p„, p'„ are
two probability measures on A" = {1,2, ... , m)", then f„(p„, pQ = inf(e:

there is a measure X on A" X A" whose marginals are p„, ju¿, and for e-a.e.

element (u, «') of A" X A" with respect to X, we have/„(to, w') < e}.

Definition. A process (T, P) is loosely Bernoulli if for any e > 0 there

exists an TV such that for any « > N and any m,f({ T'P}", {TP/A)nx) < e for

e-a.e. A E \/°-m T'P.

The definition above is equivalent to the existence of an n such that for any

m,l({TiP}'{, {TP/A)1) < e for e-a.e. A E V°_m T'P.

Theorem [see [7]]. If (T, P) is loosely Bernoulli for some generator P, then

(T,Q) is loosely Bernoulli for all finite partitions Q.

In case (T, P) is loosely Bernoulli for some generator P, T is called loosely

Bernoulli.

Definition. If A is a positive measure subset of X, T an automorphism of

X, let n(x) = min{«? > 0: Tmx E A), where x E A. The induced

automorphism TA is defined by TA (x) = T" (x) [2].

Definition. Automorphisms S and T are Kakutani equivalent if they

induce a common automorphism.

If S and T are Kakutani equivalent, then both are of the same entropy

class, i.e. both have zero entropy, both have positive finite entropy, or both

have infinite entropy. Feldman showed, by constructing a positive entropy

automorphism which is not loosely Bernoulli and showing that only loosely

Bernoulli automorphisms can be Kakutani equivalent to Bernoulli shifts, that
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Kakutani equivalence classes are finer than entropy classes.

Ornstein and Weiss showed that if 0 < A(P) < h(S) < oo and if S and T

axe Kakutani equivalent, then T induces S, and that a loosely Bernoulli

automorphism of positive, finite entropy is Kakutani equivalent to a Bernoulli

shift.

3. Approximation by periodic transformations. Katok and Stepin consider

approximation by periodic transformations as an invariant of automorphisms.

We will use such automorphisms in our construction.

Definition. An automorphism T is said to admit periodic approximation

with speed / (/ a sequence) if there is a sequence of finite, measurable

partitions ^ = (C1, C2, . . ., C«(m) = C°, DJ with the properties

(1) £m -» e, the partition into points, as m -» oo,

(2) Sf^"1 p(TCm aC'X f(q(m)).
If T admits periodic approximation with speed f(ri), where f(n) = o(g(n)),

then T is said to have periodic approximation with speed o( g(n)).

It is clear that automorphisms which admit periodic approximation with

speed o(l/n) are rank one. This implies that they are zero entropy loosely

Bernoulli automorphisms [7]. (Katok uses "good periodic approximation" to

describe this property of periodic approximation with speed o(\/n). He is

able to characterize these automorphisms by use of a metric between / and

d.) We are interested only in those approximation orders which are at least

that good, and so we will assume throughout that/(n) = o(l/n). This means

that we can think of most names for the automorphisms we are studying as

looking like finite rotations most of the time.

What does that mean about the ergodic properties of these automorphisms?

Katok and Stepin have shown that if T admits approximation by periodic

transformations with speed / for every sequence / then T has discrete

spectrum and its eigenvalues are all roots of unity, and that if T has good

periodic approximation then T has no mixing factors. Thus every weakly

mixing automorphism fails to admit a periodic approximation with speed /

for some sequences /, and automorphisms with good periodic approximation

can never be mixing. The theorem below shows that, on the other hand, for

every / there are weakly mixing automorphisms which admit periodic ap-

proximation with speed /.

Theorem. Given a sequence f, there are weakly mixing automorphisms which

admit periodic approximation with speed f.

Proof. Recall that we are assuming (WLOG in this case) that/(n) -> 0. We

will construct an automorphism T which admits periodic approximation of

order/and then show that it is weakly mixing.

The automorphism is constructed by cutting and stacking of gadgets. We

start with a single interval, G(\), so the height A(l) = 1. If we have G(n), we

get G(n + 1) by dividing G(n) into k = 2([l//(n)] + 1) thin stacks, stacking
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them one on top of another, and adding one interval to the top. Since k is at

least two, we have defined an automorphism T of a finite measure space,

which we can of course normalize to a probability space with probability

measure p. Notice that «(« + 1) = kh(n) + 1.

It is clear from the construction that T admits periodic approximation with

speed /, with 4, the partition into the intervals of G(n). Since T has rank one,

it is ergodic. To see that T is weakly mixing, assume not; let g be an

eigenfunction, |g| = 1, with eigenvalue X. We will see, by a standard argu-

ment, that X = 1. Since the G(«)'s generate, given a small e > 0 there is an «,

an interval C'n of G(n), and a y with the property that | g(x) - y| < e/6 for all

x G C'n except a set of x's of measure at most e/i(C„'). Because of the action of

T on G(n), this gives a value y, = X~~'+Xy and a set M c Cx, p(M) > (1 —

e)pCx, with \g(x) — y,| < e/6 for x E M. That means, looking in G(n + 1),

that, for x G M n T~imM, \g(Tih(n)x) - yx\ < e/6, and \g(x) - y,| < e/6,

so

|A'M*) - 1| = |A'A<">g(x) - g(x)\ = \g(Tih^x) - g(x)\

< \g(Tih<"x)x - y,| + \g(x) - y,| < e/6 + e/6 = e/3.

But for most /', 1 < z" < k, there is some x E M n 7,_'A(n)M. Thus there is

some 7 and/ with i +j = k for which \Xih{n) - 1| < e/3 and \XMn) - 1| <

e/3, and so \Xkh(n) - 1| < 2e/3.

But now looking in G(n + 2), we see that M n T~h(n+X)M is not empty,

and for x G M n T-"(n+1)M, |XA(n+1>g(x) - g(x)| < e/3 and so |XA(n+1) -

1| < e/3. But «(« + 1) = kh(n) + 1, and so

|X - 1| - |XA(n + 1) - X*A(n)| < |XA(n+1) - 1| + \\***) - 1|

< e/3 + 2e/3 = e.

4. Cartesian products. Little is known about when Cartesian products are

loosely Bernoulli. We will see that every loosely Bernoulli automorphism is a

direct factor (with a weakly mixing non-Bernoulli automorphism) in a loosely

Bernoulli automorphism.

First, even though its existence follows from the later theorem, it is

worthwhile for seeing what is going on to construct an example. Let S be an

automorphism, constructed by cutting and stacking with stack heights «(«),

admitting periodic approximation of order o(l/«2). Let T be such an auto-

morphism as well, with each of its stack heights «'(«) about the same as the

corresponding one for S but relatively prime to it. Then most h(n)h'(ri)S X T

names will cycle through all the names in the product of the «th gadgets

(since the product of relatively prime rotations is a rotation), and the error in

the approximation is o of the product height. Thus a zero entropy product

automorphism S X T can be loosely Bernoulli, even with both S and T

weakly mixing.

In fact, given any totally ergodic loosely Bernoulli S there is a class S (S)
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of automorphisms, some weakly mixing with zero entropy and some weakly

mixing with positive entropy, with the property that S x T is loosely

Bernoulli for all T E S (S). We construct that § (S) by constructing a

sequence / (depending on S) with the property that if T has periodic

approximation with speed /, then S X T is loosely Bernoulli. The key to the

construction is the result (from Ben Weiss' notes in case h(S) = 0, and by

Dan Rudolph [6] in case A(5) > 0) that ergodic products of loosely Bernoulli

automorphisms with finite rotations are loosely Bernoulli, together with the

fact that automorphisms admitting periodic approximation are very much like

finite rotations.

Theorem. // 5 is a totally ergodic loosely Bernoulli automorphism, then there

is an f with the property that if T admits periodic approximation of order f, then

SX T is loosely Bernoulli.

Proof. Fix a partition P generating S. Denote by P„ the rotation on n

letters and let Qn be the partition into these n letters. Since S is totally

ergodic, S X P„ is ergodic and so loosely Bernoulli. That means that for

every n E N, e > 0, there is an M(n, e) with the property that if m > M(n, e),

k > 0, and A, B e/2-almost any atoms in V°_ -k(S x Rn)>(P X Q„), then

f({(S X PJ'(P X Qn)/A)mx, {(S X RnY(P X ß„)/*}D <e.

Let (£„}„ be any sequence with en -» 0, and define/(n) = en/M(n, e„).

We will show that if T admits periodic approximation of order / (and so

has an associated sequence q(n) of stack heights) that Sx T is loosely

Bernoulli; that is, that futures of the sets of strings with two different fixed

pasts can be /matched.

Given e, choose n such that eq(n) < e/2. Look at two past names for S X T

strings. Each determines a past for S together with a particular T name. Now

look at the futures to M(q(ri), e9(n)). Because T has periodic approximation of

order en/M(n, en), for all but eq(n) < e/2 of the T names, this looks like a

rotation on q(n) elements. That means that most past names for S X T

determine a future name just like past names for S X Rq(n) do. But by our

choice of M(n, e), these names can be matched. Q.E.D.

If T with positive entropy is desired, just cross one of these automorphisms

with a Bernoulli shift.

In case S is not totally ergodic, a similar construction can be made if Sp

fails to be ergodic only when/? has common divisors with some fixed/. Then

one must pick T with stack heights relatively prime toy, but that is easy.

5. The remaining questions. Several of the questions at the beginning

remain. Is there a zero entropy T (or any non-Bernoulli T) with T X T

loosely Bernoulli? For loosely Bernoulli automorphisms S does there exist a

loosely Bernoulli automorphism T (depending on S, of course) with S X T

not loosely Bernoulli? Which of these results (positive or negative) work for
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other ergodic properties? (For example, for each loosely Bernoulli S we have

constructed  a  family  of automorphisms  T such  that  S X T is  loosely

Bernoulli. But T is not mixing. Could it be? Could it be 7C?) Can any of this

help in finding out about loose Bernoullicity of "natural" automorphisms?

Added in proof. The first question has been answered by A. B. Katok.
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